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Abbreviations

ARFI
acoustic radiation force

impulse

US
ultrasonography

ROI
region of interest

SWV
shear wave velocity

LPR
lesion-to-parenchyma ratio

IQR
interquartile range

AUC
area under the curve

Rationale and Objectives: The aim of this study was to correlate acoustic radiation force impulse
(ARFI) imaging velocities with the pathology results and to evaluate the ability of ARFI in distinguish-
ing benign from malignant breast lesions.

Materials and Methods: B-mode ultrasonography (US) and ARFI were performed in patients with
previously diagnosed and selected breast lesions for biopsy. Shear wave velocity (SWV) was mea-
sured inside lesions and in the surrounding parenchyma (m/s). SWV measurements as well as lesion-
to-parenchyma ratio (LPR) were compared between benign and malignant lesions, and receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curves were plotted. Two blinded readers independently classified the lesions as
benign or malignant in two separate reading sessions, one using B-mode US alone and the other using
a combined set of B-mode US and ARFI.

Results: Eighty-one patients with a total of 92 breast lesions were included (57 benign and 35 ma-
lignant nodules). SWV inside lesions were significantly higher for malignant neoplasms compared to
benign (medians of 9.1 m/s vs 3.5 m/s; P < 0.001). LPR was also significantly higher for malignant lesions
(3.0 vs 1.4; P < 0.001). Parenchyma SWV had no differences between groups (P = 0.071). ROC curves
showed a significant discriminative power for lesion SWV (area under the curve [AUC] = 0.980; P < 0.001)
and LPR (AUC = 0.954; P < 0.001). For lesion measures, a cutoff of 6.593 m/s was obtained, with sen-
sitivity and specificity of 88.6% and 96.5%, respectively.

Conclusions: ARFI provides quantitative elasticity measurements, adding valuable complementary
information to B-mode ultrasound, that can potentially help in breast lesion characterization and as-
sisting the decision for biopsy recommendations.
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INTRODUCTION

U ltrasonography (US) is a useful technique that has
been increasingly used as an important diagnostic tool
complement to mammography in differentiating

benign from malignant breast tumors (1–3). Although US
depicts more cancers than mammography alone, it has a con-
siderable number of false-positives, which also leads to a higher
number of benign mass biopsies (1).

In the last decades, US technology has experienced several
advances, including real-time elastography, which evaluates
tissue stiffness, detecting its displacement after slight manual
compression (1,2,4–6). Information is converted into color-
scale images and is superimposed to B-mode images. Knowing
that malignant tumors tend to be stiffer and that benign masses
are usually softer (2), real-time elastography is used as a com-
plementary technique in addition to B-mode sonography,
increasing its specificity (83.1% vs 76.9% for B-mode US alone)
(7). However, this technique has some limitations. The first,
and perhaps the most important, is the fact that it is opera-
tor dependent and has a higher interobserver variability, because
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it requires compression with the probe, preventing lateral or
angulated movements, to obtain good quality images (2,7,8).
Besides variability caused by technical limitations, there is also
a certain degree of subjectivity in image interpretation (4,7).
Another limitation is that real-time elastography only pro-
vides qualitative information, although ratios between the lesion
and surrounding breast parenchyma can be calculated (2).

Acoustic radiation force impulse (ARFI) is a new sonographic
technology that noninvasively assesses qualitative and quan-
titative tissue elasticity by measuring shear wave velocities
(SWVs) of a selected region of interest (ROI) (3,8). A short-
duration (0.03–0.4 millisecond) high-intensity acoustic “pushing
pulse” is transmitted through the tissue, creating its displace-
ment. The displacements of tissue induce shear waves that travel
perpendicular to the initial “pushing pulse.” As the shear wave
travels through tissue, the generated displacements are de-
tectable using ultrasound tracking beams and are correlated
with elapsed time, and shear wave speed is calculated (m/s)
(5,6). It does not require manual compression and provides
not only qualitative but also quantitative information about
hardness of a lesion.

The aim of this study was to evaluate the role of ARFI
for the differential diagnosis between benignancy and malig-
nancy of breast tumors.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patients and Lesions

From January 2013 to June 2013, 81 women who had been
scheduled to undergo US-guided biopsy on the basis of sus-
picious conventional US findings were invited to participate
in the study and were examined with B-mode US and ARFI.
Informed consent was obtained from all patients. Only lesions
that underwent subsequent biopsy confirmation were in-
cluded in the study and evaluation was always performed before
biopsy, to reduce potential artifacts.

B-Mode Ultrasound and ARFI Acquisition

B-mode US and ARFI were performed by one radiologist
with knowledge of clinical and mammographic findings using
an Acuson S3000 diagnostic ultrasound system (Siemens Medical
Solutions, Mountain View, CA, USA) with ARFI imaging
software and 9L4 high-frequency probe with a frequency of
9 MHz. Evaluation of color-coded tissue stiffness map and SWV
measurements were performed using the application “Virtual
Touch tissue IQ.”

For both B-mode US and ARFI examinations, patients were
positioned in a dorsal decubitus position with both arms in
maximal abduction (180 degrees). In some lesions located in
the outer half, especially in large breasts, patients were posi-
tioned in a lateral decubitus (contralateral side of the lesion).

For ARFI acquisition, transducer was applied with light pres-
sure together with a suitable amount of contact gel to avoid
artifact areas.

An ROI box was created and adjusted to include the target
lesion as well as the surrounding breast parenchyma. The Virtual
Touch tissue IQ button was then pressed, keeping the transducer
still, and a color-coded map was obtained according to the stiff-
ness degree of tissues included on the ROI, with a scale from
blue (lower SWV, softer) to red (higher SWV, stiffer). SWV (m/s)
was obtained within the lesion and in the surrounding paren-
chyma (at least 1 cm away from the lesion) using a predetermined
ROI with fixed dimensions of 2 × 2 cm. Measurements in the
lesion were obtained preferentially in the stiffest areas as shown
on the color map. To overcome problems regarding lesion het-
erogeneity, SWV was measured at least 3 times inside the lesion
and 3 times in the surrounding parenchyma. All of the SWV
values for an individual mass or the reference breast tissue were
averaged to produce a mean SWV. SWV lesion-to-parenchyma
ratio (LPR) was also calculated.

Because SWV is expressed as numeric values, only numeric
results were taken into consideration in this study. All SWV
value displayed as “X.XX” m/s were considered invalid mea-
surements and excluded, and a new acquisition was performed.

Readers and Reading Procedures

Two radiologists who did not participate in the US acqui-
sition participated as readers (reader A with 5 and reader B
with 21 years of experience in breast US examination). Both
readers were blinded to clinical, mammographic, and histo-
logic findings, as well as the proportion of cases with benign
and malignant histologic findings.

A two-step sequential reading was performed consisting of
images of B-mode US alone and a combined set of B-mode
US and ARFI. The readers independently classified the lesions
at each reading session as benign or malignant.

In the first reading session, B-mode US images were shown,
and readers evaluated the lesions on the basis of two orthogo-
nal grayscale view. In the second session, the same images were
shown for each lesion, as well as a color elastogram super-
imposed with the underlying B-mode image and the respective
measurements of SWV (Figs 1–5). Reading sessions were sepa-
rated by at least 1 month, with patients in different order and
without the information of reader’s scores from prior B-mode
alone sessions to reduce recall bias (Fig 6).

Statistical Analysis

Quantitative values were represented as mean ± standard de-
viation or median and interquartile range (IQR). Sensitivity
and specificity for B-mode US and B-mode US + ARFI for
both readers were obtained with cross-tabulation of reader
classification with histological diagnosis.

For inferential analysis, distribution of SWV values was as-
sessed for normality using Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Using
histological diagnosis as groups, comparisons of SWV values inside
the lesion, in the parenchyma and LPR, were performed using
Student’s t test for independent samples when there was a normal
distribution or using Mann-Whitney U test otherwise.
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Figure 1. Example of a breast lesion in B-mode ultrasonography image (left), as well as a color elastogram superimposed with the un-
derlying B-mode image and the respective measurements of shear wave velocity (right), which are low (<4.5 m/s). The pathological result
was fibroadenoma.

Figure 2. Example of a lobulated hypoechogenic lesion in B-mode ultrasonography image (right). The shear wave velocities are high (left),
which were consistent with the diagnosis of a malignant lesion (invasive carcinoma of no special type).
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Figure 3. Example of a lobulated hypoechogenic lesion in B-mode ultrasonography image (left). The color elastogram and the respective
measurements of shear wave velocity (right) revealed elevated velocities. The final diagnosis was fibroadenoma—with abundant collagen
matrix.

Figure 4. Example of a round hypoechogenic lesion (superior image) that presented low shear wave velocity (inferior image), which was
consistent with the pathological result of a benign lesion (fibroadenoma).
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For assessing accuracy of SWV values and LPR in distin-
guishing benign and malignant lesions, Receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curves were plotted and area under the
curve (AUC) was determined. Youden Index was deter-
mined to find a cutoff value that maximizes discriminative

power, and both sensitivity and specificity were determined
for that value (9).

Agreement between both readers in rating the examina-
tions was determined using Kappa parameter. Kappa values
are represented as mean ± standard error.

A type I error of 0.05 was considered for all comparisons.

RESULTS

Eighty-one female patients were included, with a mean age
of 50.0 ± 12.88 years and a total of 92 breast lesions. Of these,
52 (56.5%) were located on the left breast and 40 (43.5%) on
the right breast. The majority was in the upper quadrants of
the breast (66.3%), with a median size of 14 mm (IQR 10 mm).

The pathologic diagnosis revealed benignancy in 57 lesions
(62.0%) and malignancy in 35 lesions (38.0%) (Table 1).

ARFI Quantification

ARFI measurements are displayed in Table 2. SWV differed
significantly between benign and malignant lesions, with sig-
nificantly higher SWV inside malignant lesions (8.7 ± 1.49 m/s)
compared to benign lesions (3.8 ± 1.41 m/s, P < 0.001). Mean

Figure 5. B-mode ultrasonography depicts a homogeneous, anechoic, oval lesion (simple cyst). The color elastogram shows a heteroge-
neous appearance, with “black areas.”

Figure 6. Scheme of the reading sessions performed by both in-
dependent readers. ARFI, acoustic radiation force impulse; US,
ultrasonography.
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velocity LPR was also significantly higher in malignant lesions
(3.3 ± 1.20 vs 1.5 ± 0.52, P < 0.001).

ROC curves are represented in Figure 7. Measurements
inside the lesion and LPR showed a significant discrimina-
tive power between malignant and benign lesions (AUC of
0.980 and 0.954, respectively) (Table 3), which was not ob-
served in parenchyma measurements (AUC of 0.597). Using
Youden’s Index, cutoff values of 6.593 m/s and 2.181 were
obtained for velocity inside the lesion and LPR, respective-
ly, resulting in high sensitivity (88.6% and 88.6%) and specificity
(96.5% and 93.0%) (Table 3).

Comparison between Readers

When comparing B-mode US with B-mode US + ARFI, we
obtained higher specificity values for both readers adding ARFI
(59.6% vs 49.1% for Reader A and 70.2% vs 40.4% for Reader
B), without impairment of sensitivity (Tables 4 and 5).

Regarding variations between readers, we obtained signif-
icant Kappa values for agreement for both B-mode US and
B-mode US + ARFI (P < 0.001). Kappa value was higher when
using combined techniques (Kappa: 0.820 ± 0.060) than when
using B-mode US alone (Kappa: 0.649 ± 0.088).

DISCUSSION

In this study we obtained higher SWV values inside malig-
nant lesions and higher LPR, with no significant differences
for the surrounding parenchyma. Using this technique, SWV
values are also coded in a color map, which aids the reader
in quickly assessing the lesion. In the case of malignant tumors,
there is a higher contrast between the lesion and the adja-
cent parenchyma, which allows a faster categorization, even
before quantitative measurements. We have deliberately chosen
not to perform the parenchyma measurements in the le-
sion’s most immediate adjacent areas, as it could be invaded
in the case of malignancy, leading to higher SWV values. This
could account for a lower difference in LPR between benign
and malignant lesions, than when using exclusively SWV values
inside the lesion, which implies that the latter could have higher
accuracy for clinical use, as shown in our results.

In our study we perceived that some lesions are more het-
erogeneous concerning SWV values. We performed multiple
measurements and used the mean value to account for vari-
ability. In fact, for more heterogeneous lesions, velocity values
can be useful for biopsy guidance, preferably selecting regions
with higher velocities.

Analyzing ROC curves, in-lesion SWV alone also had better
accuracy than LPR. This could be an advantage of using ARFI
instead of real-time elastography for breast lesion assess-
ment. In fact, the latter can only provide ratios between
lesion and surrounding breast parenchyma (2), which leads
to a lower AUC compared to the one derived from abso-
lute measurements.

TABLE 1. Histopathologic Diagnosis and Dimensions of
Breast Lesions

Malignant Lesions

Tumor histology Histologic
grade

1 15
2 13
3 7
Total 35

Tumor type Ductal 31
Lobular 3
Metaplastic 1
Total 35

Benign Lesions
Tumor type Fibroadenoma 34

Intraductal papilloma 4
Complex cyst 7
Hamartoma 4
Tubular adenoma 1
Radial scar 1
Granuloma 2
Other ANDI* 4
Total 57

Lesion dimensions (mm) ≥ 5 and < 10 21
≥ 10 and < 15 28
≥ 15 and < 20 18
≥ 20 and < 25 13
≥ 25 11
Total 91

* ANDI (aberrations of normal development and involution) includ-
ing sclerosing adenosis and other fibrocystic changes of the breast.

TABLE 2. ARFI Measurements for Benign and Malignant Lesions

Measurement

Benign Malignant

P Valuen = 57 n = 35

Inside lesion
(m/s)

Mean ± SD 3.8 ± 1.41 8.7 ± 1.49 <0.001*
Median (IQR) 3.5 (2.1) 9.1 (1.7)

Parenchyma
(m/s)

Mean ± SD 2.6 ± 0.65 2.8 ± 0.57 0.160†

Median (IQR) 2.4 (0.95) 2.8 (0.84)
LPR Mean ± SD 1.5 ± 0.52 3.3 ± 1.20 <0.001*

Median (IQR) 1.4 (0.59) 3.0 (1.37)

ARFI, acoustic radiation force impulse; IQR, interquartile range; LPR, lesion-to-parenchyma ratio; SD, standard deviation.
* Mann-Whitney test.
† Student’s t test for independent samples.
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Considering the distinction of benignancy from malignan-
cy, we have obtained a cutoff value of 6.593 m/s for SWV
measured inside the lesion. Using this value, a sensitivity of
88.6% and a specificity of 96.5% were obtained. In clinical
practice, for the decision of biopsying breast lesions, it might
be preferable to maximize sensitivity, at the cost of specific-
ity, to assure that all malignant lesions are correctly detected.
With the results obtained in our study, a cutoff of 4.5 m/s
can enhance sensitivity (100%), with a reasonable value of speci-
ficity (71.9%), which is consistent with previous studies
(3,10,11). However, Barr and Zhang (12) and Yao et al. (13)
reported higher specificity and lower sensitivity values for a
similar cutoff (4.5 and 4.22 m/s). This could be partially ex-
plained by the fact that in the current series, some histologic

subtypes of breast tumors, specifically those assigned as softer
malignant lesions, such as medullary, mucinous, papillary, cystic,
and some necrotic infiltrating ductal carcinoma variants, were
not included.

The classification assigned by readers was independent of
any cutoff values. We noticed that the addition of ARFI to
B-mode US enhanced specificity without lowering sensitiv-
ity (100%) for both readers. The use of ARFI could therefore
assist in reducing the number of unnecessary biopsies.

Regarding inter-reader variation, a different specificity was
observed when using B-mode US + ARFI (59.6% and 70.2%).
If we have used a pre-established cutoff value as guidance,
perhaps this difference could be attenuated. In fact, consid-
ering the previously mentioned cutoff of 4.5 m/s, we would
expect an enhancement in the specificity of reader 1. The use
of cutoffs could, therefore, reduce inter-reader variability, always
adapting the reading to the particular clinical situation.

The agreement between readers was also superior when
combining the results from both techniques instead of B-mode
US alone (0.820 vs 0.649), which has also been concluded
in other studies (14). This supports that ARFI decreases sub-
jectivity when assessing breast lesions. As before, if a cutoff
was pre-established, these results could even be improved.

Our study had some limitations. First, readers classified the
lesions as benign or malignant only based on a single or-
thogonal view. Some lesions are significantly heterogeneous
and can seem to have different elasticity and morphology de-
pending on the selected image plane. Possibly, suspicious features
would be better depicted by image examination in more planes.
In fact, Lee et al. reported a better diagnostic performance
with two-orthogonal-view acquisition when compared to
single-view shear wave elastography images (15). Therefore,
lesions should be evaluated in more than one plan, so that
stiffer areas are also included in the evaluation.

TABLE 3. AUC, Cutoff, Sensitivity, and Specificity for ARFI Measurements

Measurement AUC (SE) P Value Cutoff
Sensitivity

(%) Specificity (%)

Inside lesion 0.980 (0.011) <0.001 6.593 m/s 88.6 96.5
Parenchyma 0.597 (0.060) 0.118 2.527 m/s 71.4 54.4
LPR 0.954 (0.020) <0.001 2.181 88.6 93.0

ARFI, acoustic radiation force impulse; AUC, area under the curve; LPR, lesion-to-parenchyma ratio; SE, standard error.

Figure 7. Receiver operating characteristic curves for acoustic ra-
diation force impulse measurements inside the lesion and in
parenchyma, as well as lesion-to-parenchyma ratio (LPR).

TABLE 4. BI-RADS Classification by Reader

BI-RADS
3

BI-RADS
4

BI-RADS
5

Reader A (B-mode US) 28 55 9
Reader A (B-mode US + ARFI) 32 51 9
Reader B (B-mode US) 23 60 9
Reader B (B-mode US + ARFI) 40 43 9

ARFI, acoustic radiation force impulse; BI-RADS, Breast Imaging -
Reporting and Data System; US, ultrasonography.

TABLE 5. Sensitivity and Specificity for Each Reader

B-mode
US (%)

B-mode
US + ARFI (%)

Reader A Sensitivity 100 100
Specificity 49.1 59.6

Reader B Sensitivity 100 100
Specificity 40.4 70.2

ARFI, acoustic radiation force impulse; US, ultrasonography.
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As already mentioned, the influence of different histo-
logic types of malignant lesions in ARFI measurements was
not assessed. This could be of importance to better under-
stand how the individual histological subtypes affect specificity.
Based on different types of tumors, it is possible that we can
find different diagnostic accuracy values and this could explain
some differences of our results with some previous studies.
Although uncommon, as mentioned earlier, some malig-
nant tumors are softer to the touch and consequently will show
lower SWV when compared to other breast cancers (16,17,18).
A cutoff taking these differences into account would be nec-
essary to categorize lesions as benign or malignant, so that in
the future this technique could be incorporated in clinical prac-
tice. Therefore, the way in which the histology of tumors
will influence SWV might be significant, as it will probably
affect values of sensitivity and specificity for a certain cutoff.
This emphasizes the importance of adding all data available
(B-mode ultrasound, mammography, and clinical informa-
tion) to lower the number of false-positive and false-
negative results, namely in those lesions with SWV values close
to the established cutoff.

Another point to be considered is that SWV values ob-
tained with different equipment may not be reproducible.(19)
It could be important to assess if these differences exist, as it
could lead to different cutoffs for distinguishing benign from
malignant breast lesions.

CONCLUSION

Our investigation shows that ARFI is a promising tech-
nique in differentiating benign from malignant breast lesions.
It provides quantitative elasticity measurements, adding val-
uable complementary information to B-mode ultrasound,
improving its specificity and reducing the false-positives, po-
tentially assisting the decision for biopsy recommendations.
More studies on this subject are necessary so that optimiza-
tion and validation of this method is accomplished, to
recommend its routine use in clinical practice.
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